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A third judge commented: “Good to know that a car can both look great in town and still tackle 

the rough stuff if it has to. The Evoque is still the car that does both best in its class.” 

The Green Organisation, based in Northamptonshire, is an independent, non-political and not-

for-profit environment group dedicated to recognising, rewarding and promoting environmental 

best practice around the world. Its annual awards, launched in 1994, reflect environmental 

achievements and advances in all sectors and walks of life. 

Jeremy Hicks, Managing Director, Jaguar Land Rover UK commented: “We are delighted with 

this second success in the Green Apple Awards, which we believe reflects the enduring 

qualities we have put at the heart of the Range Rover Evoque. Combining strong residual 

values and highly competitive cost of ownership, with ground-breaking contemporary styling and 

engineering makes it rewarding and practical for everyday driving, and a genuine Land Rover 

thanks to its excellent all-terrain abilities. 

“In terms of its environmental profile, it demonstrates how our class-leading application of 

lightweight materials and construction techniques is delivering significant gains in fuel and 

emissions efficiency, without diminishing the fundamental strengths that are synonymous with 

the Land Rover brand.” 
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